Starry Copper Cluster Fairy String Lights, 25ft
LC004140

- Features a 25’ strand of 960 delicate, festive LED string lights in a climbing vine formation
- Powered by a plug-in power source which offers a convenient 6 hour timer function
- This item emits a soft, warm white light - perfect for spaces meant to be cozy and inviting

Color
Warm White

Color Temperature
2200K

Indoor or Outdoor
Indoor & Outdoor

Lamping Details
960 Integrated LEDs, 8.64W, 8.64W Max, 24V

Power Source
Plug-In

Product Dimensions
4” Between LEDs, 7’ Lead Wire, 24.5’ Light Strand, 31.5’ Total Length

Switch Options
On/Timer/Off

Timer Details
6 Hour Timer Included

Wire Color
Copper
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